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Chapter 3251: My Wife Likes It (4) 

 

Everyone was shocked by this sudden voice. The Divine Lieutenants had just realized that someone was 

standing behind and immediately turned around. 

On the chair behind them sat two unfamiliar young men. They were Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi, who 

were still in their disguises. 

After they followed Li Moying and Jun Sihan into the study room, they sat opposite them. 

Everyone’s attention was on these two men, so none of them noticed these two Young Madams. 

Apparently, everyone assumed that Li Moying and Jun Sihan were the real geniuses. As for their beloved 

women, their innate talents might not be too bad, but they definitely couldn’t be compared with 

peerless geniuses like them. 

Both Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi didn’t like to bask in the limelight. So they just hid in one corner and 

focused on sampling the refreshments. 

Even though Jing Shaoyuan suddenly rushed in and raised his queries, the two of them didn’t take it to 

heart. 

Jing Shaoyuan’s innate talent, ability, and temperament couldn’t even match one finger of their black-

bellied men. So the result would definitely end up with him being embarrassed in front of everyone! 

I really admire his guts. He actually dares to find trouble with my Moying. Isn’t he asking to be 

humiliated?” Huang Yueli licked the crumbs on the corners of her lips and mumbled disapprovingly. 

Xia Yunxi tugged her sleeve, motioning for her to turn back and take a look. 

“Yueli, I think they’re looking for Sky Devil Rui Ze’s devil stone. Is it with you?” 

“Rui Ze’s devil stone? I think it’s with me!” 

Huang Yueli was stunned and turned around to take a look. When she discovered that Jing Shaoyuan 

was shooting his mouth off arrogantly, she snorted coldly and retrieved the devil stone from her realm 

ring. 

But even though she placed the devil stone in her palm, no one took a look at her at all! 

Huang Yueli instantly felt stifled and depressed! 

She thought, “When I was in Soaring Heavens Continent, I am also the focus of everyone’s attention, 

alright? Could it be that I’ve uglified myself too much, so no one wanted to pay any attention to me? 

This bunch of people is so superficial!” 

Huang Yueli cursed them silently and also raised her voice to ask that question. 

In a second, everyone turned their heads and stared at the devil stone in her palm. 



Those stunned expressions were no different from seeing a ghost! 

Li Moying’s voice immediately rang. “This is Sky Devil Rui Ze’s devil stone. Divine General, please take a 

look?” 

Meng Shurong could no longer sit still. He jumped up right away and shot toward Huang Yueli like an 

arrow, stretching out his hand to retrieve the devil stone in her palm. 

Whoever knew that just as he stretched out his hand, Huang Yueli suddenly retracted hers and kept the 

devil stone. 

Everyone was stunned to see this. 

“Young Madam Li, you… this…” 

Huang Yueli stared at Li Moying in displeasure. “Didn’t you agree to let me play with this?” 

Originally, Huang Yueli wasn’t going to keep this devil stone. After all, it wasn’t just Li Moying’s military 

merits alone. Jun Sihan’s military merits were in it as well, so she felt rather awkward taking it. 

But Li Moying tried to infuriate Jing Shaoyuan and said that he had given this to her to have some fun 

with it! 

Since he had already said this lie, then how could she not fulfill it for him? She wanted to make things 

difficult for him. 

Hearing Huang Yueli’s words, the other practitioners were astounded. 

They thought, “W…W…What… what was this?” 

“Did he really pass her this devil stone to play?” 

“Moreover, even if she is Li Moying’s wife, how could she keep the devil stone? That’s worth 100 

thousand military merits!” 
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Everyone felt that Li Moying would be extremely angry. 

“This woman actually back-stabbed him. What man would be able to take this lying down?” 

But when they turned back to look at Li Moying’s expression, they realized that he wasn’t angry at all. 

On the contrary, his lips curled into a smile. 

“Be good. Pass this piece to Divine General Meng. If I kill other Sky Devils in the future, I’ll pass you all 

those devil stones, alright?” 

Everyone’s eyeballs nearly dropped out! 

What kind of reaction was this Li Moying showing? His voice was so gentle that everyone’s goosebumps 

rose! 



Moreover, shouldn’t he teach his woman, who only knows how to treat the valuable devil stone as a 

toy, a lesson? She’s so tactless and so dissipated. He should divorce her immediately! 

“What? Young Lord Li actually coaxed her like this? He says he’s going to give her more devil stones in 

the future?” 

However, what made them even more astounded was right behind. 

When Huang Yueli heard that, she didn’t act like what the others had imagined; showing a grateful and 

touched expression. 

On the contrary, she scoffed softly and said, “I don’t need you to give it to me. I can kill a few Sky Devils 

on my own!” 

Saying that, she opened her palm and threw Rui Ze’s devil stone precisely into Meng Shurong’s hand. 

“Divine General Sir, my husband will never lie. If he said he killed Sky Devil Rui Ze, then he did kill him! 

Please check this devil stone carefully, in case some villains try to smear his reputation again!” 

Everyone’s eyes widened, but they were not looking at the devil stone. Their eyes were glued onto 

Huang Yueli instead. 

“What’s wrong with this woman? She wants to kill a Sky Devil by herself?” 

Her cultivation doesn’t even seem as though she has reached the Heart Profound Realm! Without Li 

Moying’s protection, she probably would be killed in one move by an Earth Devil early-phase 

practitioner! 

Xia Yunxi propped her chin with her hands and watched them, feeling amused. 

She thought, “If these people were to know that Huang Yueli’s interspatial ring had a devil stone which 

she killed a Sky Devil with her own hands, they might directly faint!” 

On the other hand, Meng Shurong immediately started to check the devil stone once he received it. 

There wasn’t a need to scrutinize it. The reason was that the demonic Qi contained inside the devil 

stone was extremely dense. One could sense it from a few metres away. 

“Without a doubt, this devil stone indeed belongs to a Sky Devil mid-phase top expert!” Meng Shurong’s 

joy could not be concealed! 

“Now, the evidence has already been presented. This means that Sky Devil Rui Ze is indeed dead, and he 

was killed by these two Young Lords! This is a great piece of news! I must immediately send in a war 

communique to the allied armies Headquarters and request recognition for their merits!” 

Hearing Meng Shurong’s words, there was an uproar in the study room again. 

After this devil stone appeared, even those who were doubtful about Li Moying and Jun Sihan’s 

achievements were also thoroughly convinced by them now. 

The Divine Lieutenants crowded around Li Moying and Jun Sihan once again as they heaped praises on 

them. 



“Congratulations, both Young Lords! Killing a Sky Devil mid-phase top exponent is worth at least 100 

thousand military merits! Your ranks will be promoted by a few stars!” 

“You’re really incredible! Indeed God Realm’s top-class peerless geniuses!” 

Hearing these, Jing Shaoyuan was so angry that he couldn’t stop trembling. But he couldn’t say a word 

at all! 

Other than shock, he was full of jealousy and discontentment! 

Are god grade geniuses really that strong? Am I weaker than him by so much? 
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However, no matter how unconvinced Jing Shaoyuan was, he could do nothing about it. 

Li Moying and Jun Sihan had already verified their ability. Everyone in the study room had long forgotten 

about Jing Shaoyuan’s existence, only caring about praising these two unparalleled geniuses! 

Jing Shaoyuan simply couldn’t stand seeing this any longer. He flew into a rage out of humiliation, flicked 

his sleeves, and left furiously. 

Other than Huang Yueli who was silently observing him, no one else noticed his disappearance. 

Whereas Huang Yueli didn’t say anything else and just raised an eyebrow. 

Li Moying and Jun Sihan were surrounded by those people. Initially, they tried to be patient and 

socialized with them. 

But the two of them did not like entertaining other people. So after a quarter of an hour, they lost their 

patience. 

Li Moying abruptly stood up. 

Everyone was stunned and Meng Shurong asked, “Young Master Li, where are you going off to?” 

Li Moying walked straight toward Huang Yueli, held her hand, and pulled her up from her seat. “It’s 

rather late now and my wife is a little tired. I’m bringing her back to have a rest.” 

Seeing that, Jun Sihan also stood up and said, “That’s right. We’ve already traveled continuously for a 

few days and we finally arrived in the city today. We’re thinking of having a good rest.” 

“Oh…” Meng Shurong appeared rather disappointed to hear that. 

He originally intended to invite Li Moying and Jun Sihan to a banquet tonight. On one hand, he wanted 

to hold a welcoming dinner for them while on the other hand, he could make use of this opportunity to 

get close to them. 

But since the two of them had already said this, it would be unsuitable for Meng Shurong to force them 

to stay. 



On second thought, Meng Shurong felt that the two of them would probably stay in Blessed City for a 

while. He could arrange another banquet over the next few days and also invite some important people 

from the allied armies over to make it even grander which would yield a better result. 

Thinking in this way, he nodded and said, “In that case, This General has already arranged rooms for 

both Young Masters…” 

Li Moying shook his head and interrupted Meng Shurong, “We, the Cloudy Qilin Clan also have 

properties in Blessed City, so I have my own place to stay. There’s no need to trouble Divine General 

here.” 

Jun Sihan also added, “Same for me. We don’t want to disturb Divine General.” 

Meng Shurong felt helpless so he could only send the two of them out personally. 

Li Moying and Jun Sihan held their wives’ hands, left the Divine General residence, and returned to their 

own residences. 

After Meng Shurong sent them off, he immediately returned to the study room and shouted excitedly, 

“Men, men! Quick! Bring me the paper, ink, and brush right now! I must write a war communique and 

report this to the allied armies Headquarters immediately!” 

The operation of killing Sky Devil Ruize this time was done by Li Moying and Jun Sihan. Strictly speaking, 

they weren’t even his subordinates. 

But as long as they managed to protect Blessed City, everyone could get a lot of military merits! 

In a second, the entire study room’s atmosphere was filled with joy. 

… 

On the other end, Huang Yueli and Li Moying directly returned to a big yard. 

Li Moying wrapped his hand around his wife’s slender waist and felt rather apologetic. “I asked them to 

buy this house at the last minute and it’s a little run-down. I’m sorry that you’ll have to bear with this 

place for a couple of days. After my flying ship is repaired, we’ll set off back to Cloudy Qilin Continent.” 

When he said Cloudy Qilin Clan had properties in Blessed City, it was just an excuse. 

Li Moying felt that his wife would probably feel uncomfortable staying in the Divine General residence, 

so that was why he ordered Li Tianer to purchase a house right after they entered the city. He even 

asked them to tidy up the place carefully. 
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Even if it was only for one night, he didn’t want Huang Yueli to feel uncomfortable at all. 

Huang Yueli looked into the man’s eyes and met his gentle gaze. Her lips curled upwards and she said, 

“That’s alright. When I was at the army campsite, the conditions there were truly run-down! Especially 



when Yunxi and I were in the demon tribe control zone, the two of us just slept on the tree. But we 

didn’t think much of it.” 

Li Moying instantly felt his heart aching and said, “It’s all my fault for not protecting you properly!” 

He hugged Huang Yueli, lowered his head, and gently caressed her face. 

Seeing Li Moying leaning closer and closer, Huang Yueli blushed into a shade of red. She also started to 

stutter, “It… It’s not your fault… whenever I’m in critical danger, you’d always appear…” 

Li Moying stared at her brilliant, sparkly eyes and chuckled softly, “A hero saves a beauty and the beauty 

will always devote herself to him. Why don’t you…” 

Huang Yueli blinked as she felt the warm breath that Li Moying was spraying on her face. 

That familiar presence was filled with charm, making her heart palpitate violently. 

“Why don’t….” 

Huang Yueli’s heart pounded hard. At this moment, she probably wouldn’t be able to reject any request 

that Li Moying raised. 

Of course, she only needed to use her toes to think and she knew what her husband wanted to do at 

night. Moreover, she was glad to do so! 

Huang Yueli had already made preparations to nod her head. But immediately following that, she heard 

Li Moying’s mellow voice ringing in her ear. “Why don’t you quickly wash off the disguise on your face?” 

Huang Yueli’s original tightly shut eyes had already been waiting for Li Moying to kiss her. In the end, 

when she heard this, she opened her eyes abruptly and saw Li Moying pinching her chin with a 

disdainful look. 

“Quickly wash it off!” 

Huang Yueli flew into a rage from embarrassment and jumped up! 

“How dare you despise me! Hmph, I’ll wash it off! But after I’m done, you can only look. Don’t touch 

me!” 

Huang Yueli rolled her eyes at Li Moying, turned around, and ran to the next room to wash up. 

Li Moying touched his chin and his lips curled upwards. “You say don’t touch and I’ll do exactly as you 

say? Since my wife has already said so, then if I wait for you to wash it off, wouldn’t I be too stupid?” 

His eyes gradually turned deep and marched over to the next room. 

To Li Moying who had a keen sense of hearing, the splashing of the water in the room was extremely 

distinct. 

As Huang Yueli bathed, she hummed a song. Apparently, she didn’t realize that a wolf was already 

standing right outside the door. 

A moment later— 



“Li Moying, you… you…. you… you peeped at me! Go out!” 

“Why do I have to go out?” 

“This is my room!” 

“You’re mine, so your room is also naturally mine.” 

“I don’t care. You despised me, so I’ll punish you by making you sleep in the study room tonight!” 

“Really? Can you really bear to? Hmm?” 

Immediately following that, the splashing sounds became even clearer. Only until late at night did it 

slowly subside. 

… 

On the next day, Huang Yueli only woke up at noon. 

Moreover, the moment she sat up, she felt a sore feeling around her waist. It felt as if someone had 

given her a beating… 

“Ouch!” 

Huang Yueli’s movements were too vigorous. She almost sprained her waist and fell back on the bed. 

A pair of big hands landed on her waist. At the same time, a deep laugh rang. “Li’er, as a practitioner, 

your physique is simply too weak! Your endurance is also too weak!” 
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Hearing Li Moying’s voice, yesterday night’s scene instantly appeared in her mind. 

The more Huang Yueli thought, the angrier she became. She couldn’t help but turn her head to bite Li 

Moying. 

“Scoundrel! Liar! How dare you say my endurance is weak? Your endurance is obviously too good!” 

A set of teeth marks appeared distinctly on Li Moying’s body. The pain that came with it instantly filled 

his mind, but he didn’t even crease his brows. He merely leaned lazily against that young lady in his 

arms. 

“In this case, are you satisfied with my performance yesterday night?” 

“Satisfied… your head!” Huang Yueli glowered fiercely at him and jumped off the bed. She swiftly 

grabbed a bathrobe by the side of the bed and put it over herself to cover her body. 

After that, she ignored her husband who lay on the bed like a big boss and ran behind the screen to 

change her clothes. After that, she started to wash up and put on make-up. 

One had to admit that Li Moying had a conscience. 



Earlier when he pressed his hands on her waist, he transmitted some Profound Energy into her body. 

The effect was remarkable and it indeed lessened the discomfort in her body. 

Li Moying leaned on the bed and his eyes followed his busy wife. However, he didn’t seem to have any 

intention to move at all. 

He realized that just listening to his wife grumble about him over a small matter, or looking at her run 

around at his place to do her own things would put him in a good mood. 

It was as if he would never tire of watching her all day for eternity. 

However, Li Moying was originally looking at Huang Yueli feeling extremely relaxed. Later on, he 

suddenly felt that something was amiss. 

“Li’er, you… what are you doing?” 

“Changing and preparing to go out?” Huang Yueli gave him a strange look. “Didn’t I tell you this 

yesterday night? I intend to drop by the Sky Gem Glass Chamber today!” 

The last time she was in Flame Square City, she had successfully passed the Spiritual Armament Master 

accreditation. 

Back then, other than giving Grandmaster Xiao and President Gao a batch of modified standardized 

Spirit Armaments, she also refined some Spirit Armaments and bought several materials from the Sky 

Gem Glass Chamber. 

But later on, when an accident during the teleportation, those Spirit Armaments were exhausted very 

quickly. 

Initially, when Huang Yueli became Team 3’s Team Leader, she gave the team members a batch of it. 

Later, when they fought against the Sky Devil twice, the exhaustion of items became extremely serious. 

Not only did she use up almost all of the finished products which she had refined, but even the materials 

were also totally depleted. 

Now, she finally managed to enter a large city like Blessed City, so she had to go gather some materials. 

Li Moying’s expression turned slightly ugly upon hearing that. 

“You can go to Sky Gem Glass Chamber, but why must you dress up like a man again?” 

Huang Yueli replied, “That’s because the last time I did the accreditation at the Sky Gem Glass Chamber, 

I was dressed in this way. Every Spiritual Armament Master in the Sky Gem Glass Chambers has a 

portrait of their looks. If I suddenly change into another look, someone will start to suspect my identity!” 

As Huang Yueli said that, she swiftly finished up with her disguise. 

Seeing that she was about to leave, Li Moying finally could not continue lying on the bed and hurriedly 

sat up. 

“Wait, I’ll go with you!” 



Huang Yueli shook her hand and said, “No need, there’s really no need! Only Spiritual Armament 

Masters can enter the Sky Gem Glass Chamber, and you’re not one! Moreover, you don’t understand 

the art of Spirit Armaments, so it’d be very boring to wait for me. It’d be better for you to stay home and 

rest! I’ll come back earlier in the evening.” 
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“What? Evening??” 

Li Moying’s face grew even darker. He thought Huang Yueli would at least return to have lunch with 

him! 

However, Huang Yueli totally didn’t sense the resentment in him and continued to say, “Coincidentally, 

I’ve been holding you from cultivating over this period. So I won’t disturb you and will let you focus on 

cultivation. Aren’t I very considerate? Alright, I’m leaving now. Love you!” 

Huang Yueli skipped in quick, light footsteps and left the room. 

Li Moying was extremely gloomy! 

He had just brought his wife home, but she wasn’t willing to spend time with him at home at all. She was 

off to some Sky Gem Glass Chamber! 

He thought, “Considerate? In which way is she being considerate? She’s so callous!” 

But Huang Yueli had already left. If he chased after her in the nide, it would definitely make his Li’er 

extremely angry. 

Helpless, the only choice he had was to stay home and cultivate alone. 

Luckily he had already instructed Li Tianyi that once they saw Huang Yueli leaving, he should arrange for 

a few people to follow and protect her secretly. Adding to the fact that there were a lot of garrisons 

from the allied armies in Blessed City, safety wasn’t a problem at all. 

Li Moying also got out of bed and washed up. He intended to return to his room and cultivate after 

taking breakfast. 

Just at this moment, someone knocked on the door. 

“Who would come over at this timing?” Li Moying frowned slightly and said, “Tian Er, go check it out!” 

Li Tianer responded by walking over to the door. A moment later, he brought two allied armies’ Divine 

Lieutenants in. 

“Both Divine Lieutenants, why have you come? Could it be that Divine General has some instructions for 

me?” Li Moying asked. 

He had met these two Divine Lieutenants yesterday in Meng Shurong’s study room. Although he was 

impatient, he couldn’t be rude to the two of them. 



The two Divine Lieutenants exchanged a glance and one of them stepped forward, cupping his hands in 

greeting. 

“Young Master Li, Divine General had personally instructed us to come over and pass you this 

invitation.” 

“Invitation?” Li Moying lifted a brow. 

The Divine Lieutenant passed him the invitation with both hands and explained, “Divine General sent 

out a war communique last night. He didn’t expect Divine General Xuan Jiuling from the Black Tortoise 

Clan to reach Blessed City this morning. We heard that the allied armies Headquarters had already 

received intelligence from the demon tribe that Sky Devil Rui Ze was in Blessed City. So they specially 

requested for this 8 star Divine General to be our reinforcement.” 

Li Moying was slightly startled as well. “8 star Divine General…” 

The Divine Lieutenant nodded his head and said, “Divine General Xuan is a Dao Profound Realm peak 

state top expert. I heard that he might advance into the Life Profound Realm any moment, and he is one 

of the most powerful Divine Generals in the allied armies! He rushed over to Blessed City and headed 

over to the frontline to kill Sky Devil Rui Ze immediately. But he realized that Rui Ze had already died 

under the hands of Young Master Li and Young Master Jun. So he rushed back to the city, hoping to 

meet the both of you.” 

“Divine General wanted to take this opportunity to celebrate this and also publicize the news of Rui Ze’s 

execution. So he specially set up a banquet today.” 

Li Moying merely nodded his head upon hearing this. 

In God Realm, Life Profound Realm’s top exponents were extremely scarce. Even among the ancient God 

clans, there would only be one or two of them in each clan, and they were mostly Grand Elders who 

were thousands of years old. Basically, they no longer engaged themselves with worldly affairs, and 

would not appear unless the clan had met with the danger of being annihilated. 

Cloudy Qilin Clan might have two Life Profound Realm peerless exponents, but even though Li Moying 

was a god grade genius, he didn’t have the chance to meet them. 

In comparison, Dao Profound Realm practitioners were the ones who could deter everyone in God 

Realm. 
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For a Dao Profound Realm peak-state top exponent like Xuan Jiuling, his status was extremely noble 

within the current line-up of first-class exponents in God Realm. 

Actually, even if they were practitioners in the same Dao Profound Realm peak-state level, the 

difference in their abilities also had different ranges. Some Dao Profound Realm early-phase or mid-

phase practitioners with outstanding innate talents might even have the ability to surpass those in the 

Dao Profound Realm end-phase. 



There was a specialized Profound Sky Chart in God Realm which gave a ranking to these practitioners. 

In Li Moying’s memories, Xuan Jiuling was ranked between 30th to 40th positions and that was indeed 

considered the God Realm’s first-class top exponent. 

Hearing this top exponent’s appreciation towards himself and even wanting to meet with him, Li Moying 

felt extremely happy. 

He flipped open the invitation and swiftly glanced through it. 

“Inviting me and my wife to attend the banquet at the Castellan Manor tonight… I got it. Can I trouble 

you to help me inform the Divine General that we will be attending the banquet?” 

The two Divine Lieutenants showed a joyous loo and after a word of appreciation, they left. 

Li Moying merely felt a fleeting moment of joy and quickly calmed down. The moment they left, he 

resumed his original plan to return to the room and focus on cultivation. 

… 

At the same time, Divine General’s two personal guards also reached Jing Shaoyuan’s official residence 

and passed him the invite. 

Jing Shaoyuan received the invite and asked puzzledly, “What’s going on? Why is Divine General 

suddenly arranging such a grand banquet, and he even incited Blessed City’s reputated people to join 

in?” 

The two personal guards told Jin Shaoyuan about Xuan Jiuling’s arrival in the morning. 

Hearing that, Jing Shaoyuan’s expression turned extremely unsightly. 

“What? Divine General has already come to Blessed City! Moreover, he’s here especially to meet Li 

Moying and Jun Sihan??” 

Jing Shaoyuan felt extremely upset as his eyes were filled with jealousy and hatred! 

White Tiger Clan also had Dao Profound Realm peak-state top exponents, and they were even higher in 

ranking as compared to Xuan Jiuling. These top exponents even gave Jing Shaoyuan pointers in his 

cultivation. 

But a junior being concerned and cared for by their own clan’s top exponents and being highly valued by 

other god clan’s top exponents were two different matters! 

A real peerless genius would be able to make the other god clan practitioners see them in a different 

light. 

Especially for top exponents in the allied armies, if they didn’t manage to convince other people with 

their abilities above their identities and statuses, the other party wouldn’t even take another glance at 

them. 

Whereas Li Moying and Jun Sihan received such treatment because they killed Sky Devil Ruize! 



As for him, Jing Shaoyuan, he had dreamt of being in the limelight like this many times, but he had never 

got the chance to do so! 

Even though he managed to kill a Sky Devil early-phase previously, it was because he coincidentally met 

with the other party, who was heavily injured. So he conveniently brought back a devil stone. Although 

many outsiders had flaunted about his abilities, none of the top exponents in the army praised him at 

all. 

In comparison, Jing Shaoyuan felt that his face had turned red from being slapped! 

“Divine Lieutenant Jing? Divine Lieutenant Jing?” 

Seeing Jing Shaoyuan going into a trance, the two personal guards could only urge him. “Divine 

Lieutenant Jing, can you attend tonight’s banquet?” 

Jing Shaoyuan felt extremely depressed! 

Originally, he would never miss the chance to show his face in front of a top exponent like Xuan Jiuling. 

But thinking that this banquet was specially set up for Li Moying and Jun Sihan, and he would have to 

watch them bask in glory by then, Jing Shaoyuan just couldn’t take it! 

Just as Jing Shaoyuan couldn’t make up his mind, he suddenly saw a figure at the end of the corridor… 

Jing Shaoyuan suddenly thought of something, and his eyes instantly lit up. 

“Yes, I will be there!” 
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Jing Shaoyuan agreed readily. 

After getting his reply, the two personal guards left in satisfaction. 

After they left, Jing Shaoyuan’s attendants instantly came forward to report, “Young Master, your 

fiancée Young Miss Lan is here. Seeing that you have guests, she had already been waiting for some 

time.” 

Jing Shaoyuan immediately said, “Where is Mengqing? I’ll go and meet her now.” 

Jing Shaoyuan jumped for joy as he rushed to the front hall in quick steps. 

A beautiful young lady dressed in white sat in front of the window. The minute she saw Jing Shaoyuan 

entering the hall, she stood up immediately and walked toward him. 

“Shaoyuan, you’re finally here!” 

Jing Shaoyuan held her hand and said, “Mengqing, I’m really sorry to make you wait so long.” 

As he spoke, he looked at his fiancée with an appreciative gaze. 



His fiancée, Lan Mengqing was one of the geniuses in the Empyrean Fox Clan. She had great innate 

talent and the Empyrean Fox Clan had been famous for their beautiful ladies. Lan Mengqing was one of 

the top beauties in the Empyrean Fox Clan. She was so famous that all of the younger generations within 

the twelve God clans knew who she was. 

This beautiful woman with both brains and beauty naturally had plenty of suitors. 

But Jing Shaoyuan eventually defeated all the suitors through his innate talent, identity, and looks as 

well as showing all his affection to this beautiful woman and getting engaged to her. 

If it was one matter that Jing Shaoyuan was most proud of would be his innate talent and ability as well 

as the incident where he killed a Sky Devil. The other matter would be getting engaged to a fiancée who 

made others envious of him! 

Seeing Lan Mengqing’s alluring loos, Jing Shaoyuan was silently pleased with himself. 

Earlier, it was exactly because he saw Lan Mengqing that he changed his mind and decided to attend the 

banquet tonight! 

Although it was said that Li Moying and Jun Sihan killed Sky Devil Ruize, they definitely would gain the 

recognition of the Xuan Jiuling. 

But the other people’s gazes wouldn’t only be attracted by top exponents. 

If he brought along an exceptional beauty like Lan Mengqing, he would definitely gain the envious gazes 

of everyone and snatch away Li Moying and Jun Sihan’s limelight! 

Moreover, he wondered what Li Moying and Jun Sihan were thinking. They actually married two 

unknown women! 

Although he had not seen these two women’s true countenances, at least he had seen their looks after 

disguise. 

He could tell that Jun Sihan’s wife was a beauty even though she was wearing a man’s disguise. 

But how about Li Moying’s wife? Even when dressed as a man, she actually looked so ordinary. So he 

could imagine that even if she changed back into a woman, she would be so bland that no one would be 

interested in her. He wondered why Li Moying took fancy to her. 

Adding on to the fact that the woman’s ability didn’t seem high. She was only in Dream Profound Realm 

mid-phase, totally unable to compare with Lan Mengqing who was in Dream Profound Realm peak 

state! 

If he brought Lan Mengqing and stood next to Li Moying and Jun Sihan, that woman would definitely 

become a clown! 

Whereas everyone would view Li Moying as a joke for marrying such an ugly woman! 

By then, the scene would be very interesting! 

Jing Shaoyuan kept thinking about this many times and his lips curled up involuntarily as though he 

could already visualize Li Moying and Huang Yueli being mocked by everyone. 



“Shaoyuan? What are you thinking of?” Lan Mengqing asked curiously. 

Jing Shaoyuan came back to his senses and laughed, “Mengqing, Divine General is holding a banquet 

tonight. Will you attend it with me?” 

Chapter 3259: Divine General Holds A Banquet (4) 

 

Upon hearing that, a smile surfaced on Lan Mengqing’s lips and she agreed to it. “Yes, of course!” 

It wasn’t just Jing Shaoyuan who was satisfied with Lan Mengqing as his fiancée, she was also rather 

satisfied with him. 

Among the younger generation in God Realm, other than Jun Sihan who was reclusive and rarely left 

Veracious Wyvern Clan, Jing Shaoyuan was already one of the top-rated geniuses in that batch. 

Moreover, Jing Shaoyuan was rather handsome and he also had outstanding military achievements in 

the allied armies. His reputation was widespread, so there were plenty of young talented ladies who 

wanted to marry Jing Shaoyuan. 

Lan Mengqing had always liked to attend various banquets with Jing Shaoyuan. Her motive was to show 

all the same generation of talented young ladies that she had both beauty and brains. Even a genius like 

Jing Shaoyuan was swooned by her! 

Actually, in terms of innate talent among the ancient god clan’s generation of young ladies, Lan 

Mengqing wasn’t the strongest. For example, the niece of Cloudy Qilin Clan’s Clan Leader, Li Leyun. Her 

innate talent and ability were above hers! 

But because she had a fiancé like Jing Shaoyuan, her status was elevated in a certain perspective. 

Usually, when Lan Mengqing met with Li Leyun and the others, she would always act proud and self-

satisfied. Moreover, she would often drag Jing Shaoyuan along to show off. 

Now, hearing Jing Shaoyuan’s invite to attend the banquet, Lan Mengqing naturally felt glad that she 

had another chance to show off! 

She thought for a moment and asked, “Shaoyuan, why is Divine General suddenly organizing a banquet? 

Is it to celebrate the defeat of the demon tribe?” 

The incident where Li Moying and Jun Sihan killed Sky Devil Rui Ze had just been verified yesterday and 

had not been publicized yet. Only mid-level military officers and above would know about such a top-

secret. 

Meng Shurong originally intended to officially announce this news to the public during the banquet 

tonight. 

Hence, Lan Mengqing hadn’t received news of this yet. 

When she mentioned this, it made Jing Shaoyuan have a toothache! 



He thought to himself, “How am I supposed to explain this? Am I supposed to tell her that two peerless 

geniuses who are even more incredible than me had appeared in Blessed City? They even killed a Sky 

Devil mid-phase practitioner?” 

The moment he thought of this, Jing Shaoyuan felt depressed. 

Not to mention facing his fiancée who had always worshipped him! 

Jing Shaoyuan felt ashamed to even mention this. 

He held it in for a long time before finding a reason. He brushed through the details and said, “The allied 

armies Headquarters sent the 8 star Divine General, Xuan Jiuling, to Blessed City. Divine General Meng is 

throwing him a welcoming party, so he thought of organizing a banquet. 

“8 star Divine General!” Upon hearing this, Lan Mengqing revealed an elated expression! 

During normal times, they were practically inaccessible to a top exponent like Xuan Jiuling, who held 

such a top ranking on the Profound Sky Chart! 

Now, he actually appeared in Blessed City! 

To the younger generation practitioners, attending a welcoming banquet for Xuan Jiuling was an 

extremely glorious matter. 

So Lan Mengqing instantly became excited. 

“That’s great! It’s Divine General Xuan’s welcoming banquet! It seems that I have to prepare myself 

properly for this!” 

Jing Shaoyuan’s gloomy expression finally turned better after hearing this. 

He nodded and instructed, “Today is an important occasion, so dress up beautifully. If you manage to 

show yourself in front of Divine General, you will also gain face when you return to your clan.” 

Lan Mengqing nodded consecutively. “Don’t worry, I understand! Then I’ll get moving first!” 

She originally wanted to stay a little longer with Jing Shaoyuan. But thinking of such an important 

banquet tonight, she could no longer sit still. 

Chapter 3260: You’re Li Yuehuang! (1) 

 

She needed a lot of preparation to appear in top form at the banquet! Her make-up, hairdo, dressing… 

she couldn’t miss out on anything at all! 

…. 

At this moment, Huang Yueli had already arrived at the Sky Gem Glass Chamber branch in Blessed City. 

As a military town, the number of Spiritual Armament Masters in Blessed City’s Sky Gem Glass Chamber 

was evidently much more than in Flame Square City. 



Huang Yueli pinned her Spiritual Armament Master’s badge on her chest and walked toward the 

reception area. 

“Hi Young Brother, I’d like to purchase some materials for standardized Spirit Armaments but I’m not 

sure where I should go to buy some?” 

The Spiritual Armament apprentice in charge of reception duties was reading a book with his head 

lowered. Hearing her voice, he lifted his head and took a look at her. 

Seeing the official Spiritual Armament Master badge, the apprentice immediately stood up and his 

attitude became extremely respectful. He said courteously, “This Grandmaster, I don’t think I’ve seen 

you before. Have you come from another state?” 

Huang Yueli nodded and said, “That’s right. I received my Spiritual Armament Master badge in Flame 

Square City and it’s my first time in Blessed City.” 

The apprentice nodded his head in understanding and said, “I must first verify your identity. Please 

kindly wait for a moment.” 

Saying that, he took a small mechanism from a corner of the table, and shone it against Huang Yueli’s 

badge. 

As he was doing the verification, he explained, “This Grandmaster, please don’t mind the hassle. The 

allied armies in Blessed City had sent soldiers to be stationed around the important military bases, so 

most of the Spiritual Armament Masters here are deployed by the allied armies. They are mostly 

responsible for setting up mechanisms for the allied armies troops and these are top secret jobs. To 

prevent the demon tribe’s spies from smuggling in, we must verify everyone’s identities.” 

“Not only so, but those who want to purchase or sell high grade Spirit Armaments or above must also be 

reviewed by the allied armies. If you wish to engage in such transactions, you’ll have to follow the 

regulations. Otherwise, you might be arrested by the allied armies!” 

Huang Yueli showed a faint smile. “I know. Thank you for your reminder But I’m just going to purchase 

some ordinary materials, and have no intention of selling my Spirit Armaments.” 

Huang Yueli’s badge suddenly changed color and a few lines of red-colored words appeared. “Name: Li 

Yuehuang. Age: 29 years old. Accredited rank: low rank Spiritual Armament Master. Accredited location: 

Sacred Phoenix Continent, Flame Square City.” 

The apprentice originally looked at her badge casually. But when he saw the contents clearly, he was 

stunned. 

Originally, Huang Yueli had a smile on her face, while waiting for the other party to complete the 

verification. But a while later, she discovered that the other party started to go into a daze. 

She frowned slightly and reminded him, “This Young Brother, has my identity passed the verification?” 

“Oh…. Oh… you… your identity…” The apprentice seemed as though he awoke from his dreams and 

stared fixedly at Huang Yueli. “You’re Grandmaster Li from Flame Square City!!” 

Huang Yueli was shocked to see the other party’s dazed look. 



“I am indeed Li Yuehuang from Flame Square City. This… is there something wrong?” 

She pondered over this for a while but simply couldn’t understand what was so strange that it would 

make him so shocked. 

She proclaimed that she was just a low rank Spiritual Armament Master at the lowest rung. She might 

seem a little young, but there were plenty of low rank Spiritual Armament Masters younger than her. 

There didn’t seem to be a need to be so shocked, right? 

 


